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	Textfeld 5: Variation in diagnosis and care of chronic heart failure - results, implications and limitations of secondary data analyses
	Textfeld 6: Chronic heart failure (CHF) is one of the most frequent inpatient diagnoses in Germany and a major causes of death. Multiple studies have shown that therapy according to evidence-based guidelines is associated with reduced mortality and morbidity and may improve health related quality of life. Regional variation in morbidity and mortality is well known, however, can be explained only in parts by demographic factors. Yet routine health care data have not been used widely to investigate regional variations concerning adherence to guidelines with regard to CHF.
	Textfeld 7: The aim of the study was to identify inidicators to be used in the analysis of routine health care data to explain regional variations concerning the physicians' adherence to national and international guidelines. The investigation should comprise adherence to recommended CHF-specific medication, diagnostic and other medical treatment procedures. Epidemiologically sound solutions for methodological challenges had to be found and methodological limitations to be critically discussed. We directed our focus from the Public Health point of view on implications and options to improve medical care of CHF in light of  the obstacles faced and the results obtained.
	Textfeld 8: The available database included (i) the complete nationwide outpatient claims data of the panel doctors services according to §295 SGB V and (ii) the nationwide outpatient drug prescription data, both from 2009. For the indication-based pharmaceutical analyses both data sets were merged anonymously at the patient level.  Main attention was drawn to patients with documented left heart failure (ICD-10 I50.1-). Patients with heart failure not otherwise specified (ICD-10 I50.9) were used for comparison and plausibility check purposes. Included CHF-specific medications were ACE inhibitors, AT1 antagonists,  and beta blockers and combined application. As diagnosis-related indicator echocardiography was chosen, however, the analysis had to be performed in epidemiologically suitable subpopulations. Regional variation of the medication was analyzed on federal state level. The virtual provider network concept and logistic regression models were used to further interprete the findings.
	Textfeld 9: 79.4% of the male patients compared with 71.4% of the female patients received prescriptions of ACE inhibitors or AT1 antagonists. The gender-related differences were more pronounced concerning the treatment with beta blockers (men 70.5%, women 61.8%) and the combination therapy of ACE inhibitors or AT1 antagonists combined with beta blockers (men 61.2%, women 49.6%).  Considerable regional variations were found for the use of echocardiography with generally higher rates in urban areas. Thus, the percentage of echocardiography in patients whith suspected left heart failure highest in the federal states of Hamburg (75%) and Berlin (65%) and ranged between 35% and 50% across the remaining regions. In a logistic regression model comorbidity, polymedication and co-treatment by cardiologists showed a positive effect on CHF-specific combination therapy, whereas living in a Western federal state and increasing age were negatively associated.
	Textfeld 10: Evidence-based clinical guidelines actually strongly support medical decision making. Although such guidelines do not represent templates, they are systematically developed tools to encourage good clinical practice. They represent an orienting guide in the context of individual medical care for the patients’ health problems. However, the age-, gender- and region-related differences with regard to diagnosis and treatment of CHF raise the question, whether patient centered medical care can be further improved as is intended through the implementation of physicians’ clinical guidelines. Assuming that methodological limitations are adequately taken into account, analyses of routine medical care data can be used to identify medical care variations on regional and on virtual provider netwerk levels. The results support the importance of implementing and developing quality management measures with regard to CHF.
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